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Trees, inverse systems, and valuated vector spaces 

Radoslav M. Dimitric 

Abstract. We introduce (perhaps unexpected) correspondence between trees, 
inverse systems of sets or algebras and valuated vector spaces. We also define 
/•c-inverse systems, Aronszajn and Kurepa inverse systems and use the corre
spondence to prove new results related to non-triviality of inverse limits of 
surjective inverse systems. 

We first fix terminology. A strict partially ordered set (T, <) is called a tree, if, for 
every x G T, the set of predecessors {y G T : y < x} = («— ,x) is well-ordered in 
the induced ordering. The height ofx G T, denoted by ht(x, T) , is the ordinal order 
equivalent to («— , x ) . If a is an ordinal then Ta = Leva(T) = {x G T : h(x,T) = 
a} is the a-th level of T. The height of (T, <), denoted ht(T), is the least ordinal 
r such that LevT(T) = 0. A branch of T is a maximal linearly ordered subset of 
T; BT or simply B will denote the set of all branches of T. If 6 is a branch of T, 
then b is well ordered by the ordering of T. If b D Ta ^ 0 then it is a singleton and 
bnTp T"= 0 for all j3 < a. If b is a branch then the length of b is the least ordinal 
A such that b fl T\ = 0. Note that this is the same as the ordinal that is order 
equivalent to 6. If the length of a branch 6 is A we shall refer to b as a A-branch. T 
is called a K-tree, if ht(T) = K and every level \Ta\ < K. In this paper we shall be 
concerned with K-trees and families of ^-branches, for a regular cardinal K. 

A «;-tree is called a) a K-Aronszajn tree, if its every branch is of cardinality 
< K, b) a K-Suslin tree if its every branch and every antichain are of cardinality 
< K and c) a K-Kurepa tree if it has at least K+ K-branches. For more information 
on trees we refer to [Kunen, 1980], for instance. A K-tree T is well-pruned, K-tree, 
if Vx G T Vex, (ht(x,T) < a < K) ==> 3y G Leva(T)(x < y); to this, we will add also 
the condition |Tn| = 1, if need be. For a regular K, every K-tree has a well-pruned 
K-sub-tree. [ibid, Lemma 5.11]. 
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We call an inverse system (of sets, algebras, etc.) a K-inverse system, if it is 

indexed by K and if all the members are of cardinality < K, i.e., if it is of the form 

(Fa,fap)a<K. and every \Fa\ < K. We will call such a ^-inverse system an H-K-

inverse system if | lim Fa\ = N. However we single out two special cases and give 

them special names: The /t-inverse system is called a) K-Aronszajn inverse system, 

if lim Fa is trivial, i.e. = 0, = 0, etc.; it is called b) a K-Kurepa inverse system, 

if | lim Fa\ > K+. Although these were not discussed by either Aronszajn or 

Kurepa, justification for the names may be seen in the sequel. The remaining 

unexplained terminology may be found in the references. 

The First Fundamental Correspondence (FC1). There is a bijective correspon
dence between the classes of (ft-)trees and (ft-)inverse systems in such a way that 
the sets of Ac-branches correspond bijectively to inverse limits of the ^-systems, 
as follows: If (T,Ta,BK) is a K-tree with levels Ta and the set of its ^-branches 
BK, define a ^-inverse system (Ta,fap) and its inverse limit L = l imT a by defin
ing fap : T/3 —> Ta via fap(tp) = ta, where ta G Ta is the unique predecessor 
of t/3 G Tp. By this definition, we obtain a /^-inverse system. Given any branch 
b G BK, it can be identified with the corresponding element of L, since both can be 
seen as subsets of [ ] a < K Ta, and conversely. Given a /^-inverse system (Fa, fap)a<K, 
define Ta = Fa x {a} to be the levels of a tree T and define ta < tp, for a < (3, 
if faptyp) = ta] thus we obtained a K-tree. This is clearly a bijective correspon
dence between K-trees and K-inverse systems where branches correspond bijectively 
to appropriate elements of lim. 

In this correspondence well-pruned trees correspond to surjective inverse sys
tems. 

Proposition 1 There is no UJQ-Aronszajn inverse system. 

Proof. Given FC1, this is a simple consequence of the fact tha t there are no u§-
Aronszajn trees. <0> 

Theorem 2 a. There is a K-Aronszajn inverse system iff there is a K-Aronszajn tree. 
There is an UJ\-Aronszajn inverse system,, b. There is a K-Kurepa inverse system 
iff there is a K-Kurepa tree Thus, the statements on the existence of Aronszajn or 
Kurepa inverse systems are independent of ZFC. 

Proof. This is because the constructions with same names correspond to each other 
in the FC1 and the K-branches in trees correspond to elements of the inverse limit 
in the inverse systems (consult also [ibid, Theorem 5.9]). 0 

The Second Fundamental Correspondence (FC2) We now expand our correspon
dence to the class of R modules (for some ring R, possibly a field, tha t we may re
strict to | R | < K). For a K-tree (T, Ta,TK) define an inverse system of free H-modules 
as follows: Fa = ®i£TaRxa, fa/3 • Fp — • Fa via / ^ ( r ^ i j + • • • + rinx?J = 
rhxfi + • • • + rjnx(jn > where jk G Ta is the unique predecessor of %k G Tp (same jk 
may correspond to different z's). It is routine to check tha t we obtain a Ac-inverse 
system of free H-modules (Fajfa/3)a,p<K- The reverse correspondence, from such 
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an inverse system of free modules to the corresponding «-tree is accomplished as 
above in the first fundamental correspondence. 

The benefits of the fundamental correspondence are manifold. We specify here 
some (once the correspondence is established, the proofs become straightforward): 

Theorem 3 For a non-empty upward directed set I, the following are equivalent: 

(1) / has a maximal element, or it contains a countable cofinal sequence. 
(2) For every surjective I-inverse system of non-trivial free Abelian groups 

(modules), its inverse limit is likewise non-trivial. 
(3) For every surjective I-inverse system {Ma, fap : a, [3 e / } of non-trivial 

Abelian groups (modules), its inverse limit is likewise non-trivial. 
(4) Every surjective I-inverse system {Xa : fap} of non-empty sets has a non

empty inverse limit. 
(5) For every surjective map g = {ga)a^i : {Ea : eap} —> {Sa : aap}, of 

I-inverse systems of sets, such that all eap are surjective and aap are in-
jective, the induced inverse limit map l img : l i m E —> l imS is likewise 
surjective. 

(6) Every I-inverse system of non-empty sets {Xa : fap} that satisfies the ML 
condition has a non-empty inverse limit. 

(7) For every group G, every surjective I-inverse system of non-empty transi
tive G-sets has a non-empty inverse limit. 

Proof (3)=>(2): as a more general statement implying more special. 
(2)==>(1): If I has no maximal element assume, on the contrary, that it is 

of uncountable cofinality cfl — K; then it has a subset (an initial segment) J of 
type u)\. We noted beforehand that there is a (well-pruned) wi-Aronszajn tree, 
which is equivalent to the existence of an wi-Aronszajn inverse system of non-zero 
free groups (hence with trivial inverse limit limWl Fa = 0 ) . Expand this surjective 
inverse system to a ft-surjective inverse system as follows: For any (3 € « , / ? > a/i, 
let F/3 = © a < a , 1 F a and let fpxp2 : Fp2 —> Fpx be the identity if fo > P\ > Wi, 
and for a\ < U\ < fc define faip2 ' Fp2 —> Fai to be the corresponding canonical 
projection. {Fp, fap)a,p£K is a surjective inverse system with the trivial inverse 
limit, for otherwise, lim Fa would not be trivial (if an element of lim had non
zero (equal) coordinates above level u\ they would translate, via the projections 
into non-zero elements below level ui, which would be a contradiction). We now 
have lim Fa = lim Fa = 0; this is a contradiction, since cfl = K and the 

<r~— a<n a < a<0Ji " ' 

inverse limit over I is supposed to be non-trivial, by the assumption. 
(1)=>(3): This is a consequence of Konig's lemma, since in an o;o-tree, there 

is always an cuo-branch. The equivalences (l)<-> (4),(5),(6),(7) have already been 
established in [Dimitric, 2004, Theorems 1,2]. <0> 

The fundamental correspondence leads to an interesting relationship between 
K-trees and valuated vector spaces. Recall tha t {V,v) is a valuated vector space 
(over the field F), if the valuation v : V —> Ord U {oo} is a function tha t satisfies: 
v{x) — oo iff x = 0, v{rx) = v(x), for scalars r ^ 0, and v{x + y) > min{v{x),v{y)). 
Given a limit ordinal A, the A-topology on V is defined by the base of the neigh
borhoods of 0 of the form {V (a) : a < A}, where V{a) — {x £ V : v{x) > a}. 
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Theorem 4 Let K be an (uncountable) regular cardinal and H > K another cardinal. 
Then, there is a K-tree with (at least) ^ K-branches, if and only if, for every field 
F of cardinality < K, there exists a valuated vector space V with the following 
properties: 

(1) \V\ = K, 
(2) V(K) = 0 (the K-topology is Hausdorff), 
(3) for every i < K, \V/V(i)\ < K, 
(4) the completion VofVin the K-topology is of cardinality (at least) H. 

Proof. This has been proved already in the context of Kurepa trees in [Cutler and 
Dimitric, 1993] and we only sketch the proof with the necessary changes. Thus, 
given a K-tree T with levels Tai a < K and the set of K-branches B of cardinality H 
we can take its well-pruned subtree with same characteristics and use (FC2) to get 
a surjective inverse system of free H-modules Fa = (BieTa, Rxf (the ring R may be 
taken to be any field of cardinality < K); denote their product by P = Yla<K Fa and 
define a valuation v : P — • Ord U {oo} (6 G B is viewed as an element of P), by 
v(b) = m'm{a < K : b(a) ^ 0}. In this way (P, v) is a valuated vector space over R. 
In the second fundamental correspondence, every branch b G B of T corresponds 
to an element of P. For b £ B and a < K, ba G P is defined via ba(j3) = b(j3), if 
j3 < a and ba((3) = 0 if a < (3 < K. Now V = {ba : b € B,a < K} is a valuated 
vector space that has the specified properties. The K-topology is Hausdorff because 
the height of the tree is K. Cardinality of V is K, because T is a K-tree. Given a 
b G B, {bi}i<K is a Cauchy net (in the K-topology of V) tha t converges to 6, hence 
the K-completion V of V is of cardinality |B | . Conversely, given a valuated vector 
space V with the specified properties, after identifying the completion with the 
corresponding inverse limit of the appropriate inverse system, the desired tree is 
defined to be T = Ui<KV/V(i) and the order is defined as in the (FC1) above. If the 
cardinality of the completion is exactlv H, T will have exactly N many K-branches. 
0 
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